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Introduction

The alienated, undervalued, and uncared for, the intimidated, threatened, ridiculed, 
humiliated, and degraded, the mistreated, marginalized, neglected and rejected children 
are on high alert as they come to school, as they are preparing themselves to find this 
same treatment in their classrooms. Their brains and their bodies are primed to react 
quickly—to feel threatened—even in experiences that we think are benign. New 
experiences, new encounters, new relationships are easily contaminated by the trauma 
of the past. Below are some school and classroom circumstances that are more likely to 
trigger a trauma response from students who have been impacted by trauma. 

This list is in no particular order of impact; however, it is important to remember that the 
circumstances listed can have an additive effect. Impact increases with the presence of 
multiple classroom circumstances. Some of the things on the list should be avoided if at 
all possible. Other things on the list should not necessarily be avoided (or they cannot 
be avoided), but those circumstances should be supported when they occur. For more 
information about what to do to better support trauma-impacted children, see the article 
that presents guidelines for supporting students impacted by trauma https://
kevinplummerphd.com/supporting-trauma-impacted-students-in-school/.

List of Adverse Classroom Circumstances

1) High levels of random and unexpected noise in the classroom due to a chaotic 
classroom environment, or a classroom management approach that depends too 
much on yelling over the students or at the students.

2) Classroom staff who react unfavorably or unpredictably to classroom stress, too 
easily losing patience and self-control and overtly exhibiting symptoms of stress.

3) Messy, disorganized, or chaotic classroom environments. 

4) Classrooms that are poorly lit.

5) Classrooms that are too crowded, with too little space between desks, where travel 
routes frequently have obstacles. 

6) Classrooms where there is no quiet work space and no ability to work in privacy or to 
escape from over stimulation.

7) A high degree of spontaneity or unpredictability in the routine of day. Frequent 
changes in the schedule. Provide strategic support in these situations.
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Classroom Circumstances That Impact Trauma

8) Student behavior (among other students) that is a violation of expectations, that is 
allowed to continue unaddressed by the staff, for extended periods of time.

9) Verbal correction that is threatening, embarrassing, humiliating, demeaning, 
sarcastic, shaming, blaming, or belittling. Also, avoid correction through name calling 
and character labeling. Below are some examples of things you shouldn't routinely 
say to trauma-impacted students while correcting them.

"Is that what you're supposed to be doing that right now? Is that the way you're 
supposed to line up? Weren't you listening when I told everybody? Do you think 
I'm happy with you right now?" (shaming, embarrassing, and humiliating)

“You had better get back to work on that paper or else you’ll have 
to. . ." (threatening)

“It’s amazing how little you care about your work. I know kids in kindergarten who
can do neater work than this.” (belittling, embarrassing, demeaning)

“You made a mess at the computer area. Are you this sloppy at home?” (blaming, 
demeaning)

“Who said you could use my scissors? How many times have I told you not to take
things off my desk without permission?” (shaming)

“You're. . . a slow poke, lazy, stubborn, a slob, sneaky, a liar, thoughtless, careless, 
a motor mouth, irresponsible, thick headed, a clown, a poor listener, dishonest. . .” 
(character labeling, humiliating, shaming)

“Today should be declared a holiday, you finally managed to turn in a paper on time.
I guess today is my lucky day.” (sarcasm, embarrassing)

“You get the prize. You are the ‘number one interrupter.’ Do You know how rude
and disrespectful it is to keep interrupting while I’m with another student?” (character 

labeling, shaming, sarcasm)

“You forgot your homework again? All right class, it looks like Jane is going to keep
us waiting another day for our perfect homework completion goal.” (embarrassing, 

humiliating, shaming)

“If the rest of the class can finish on time, why can’t you?” (embarrassing, 
humiliating)

“Open your book to page twenty-five, pick up your pencil, and start working on the
first ten problems, NOW!” (threatening, demanding and commanding)
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Classroom Circumstances That Impact Trauma

10) Using physical intimidation to coerce behavior (standing over a student after issuing 
an ultimatum, leaning in toward a student after issuing a reprimand, giving a 
direction and then staring a student down, grabbing something off the student's desk 
or out of the student's hand)

11) Students who have questions and students who need help who have to wait for 
extended periods before getting those needs addressed. Provide strategic support in 
these situations.

12) Student work groups that are loosely structured and unmonitored.

13) Task expectations and outcomes that are ambiguous, vague or poorly defined. 

14) Harassing, threatening or other bullying behavior by students.

15) Answering incorrectly in a large group, completing the work the wrong way, 
assignment or test failure. Provide strategic support in these situations.

16) Extensive verbal direction, extensive large group verbal instruction. Provide 
strategic support in these situations.

17) Transitions between subjects and transitions between locations in the building. 
Provide strategic support in these situations.

18) Frequently being told "no", having requests denied. Provide strategic support in 
these situations.

19) Restricted from recess, restricted from privileges. Provide strategic support in these 
situations.

20) Competitive games in class or at gym or recess. Provide strategic support in these 
situations.

21) Being left out, not picked, denied a turn. 

22) Being disciplined for not listening closely enough, or not following along, or 
daydreaming and being slow to get started, or forgetting so much, or being 

disorganized. Design interventions to better support the trauma-impacted student 
who is struggling in this way.

23) Making physical contact with the student (holding or pushing the student or grabbing 
the student's arm) or physically blocking the student from moving.
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